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Abstract
Nowadays the mobile device are becoming more attractive with business enterprise. So they are focus on welfare to realize the benefits of smart
phones support to working productively. However, there are too many restrictions to control users’ behavior and IT department is uncomfortable in
the company. This paper proposes the guidelines have determining procedure to installing applications on organization’s mobile devices a take into
consideration the information as follows the scope of the policy; cost containment, data protection and application categories including risk analysis.
This guideline is some tool for help choosing app download and selecting for installation on server organization. The research demonstrates that choose
a decision to install an App has to consider more than just App information and look into its associated user behavior. The arrangement on guidelines
for officially supported global mobile device policy as follows the security standards and guidelines. This is still important to ensure that these apps do
not dangerous and impact to business systems. The proper handling of policy for recognize and continuous compliance that with any comprehensive
information security. Furthermore, explore the satisfaction survey of employees in business standard policy.
© 2016 Published by ITMSOC Working Group.
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1. Introduction

T

HE part important of the mobile device is certainly undeniable today whether use in the personal or business organization. Mobile technologies are a growth engine for business, top
25% of adopter revenue growth of jobs creates [1]. Gartner predictions, employers are used to bring your own device for work
purpose in 2017 [2]. BYOD stands for bring your own device,
which is bring personally own mobile devices to the workplace
for use and connectivity on the company system. BYOD getting
to be better evaluated and security way to protect however are
making security a concern for IT department. The idea is beginning by consider the concept of company mobile security. How to
make the mobile security standard is not interrupt with employee
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expectations. Company mobile has been creating great ways to
deal of interest among IT department. The companies sign a cell
phone contract with mobile phone service providers to provide the
smartphones cover package.
The situations that above becoming interest with design the corporation mobile standard policy and choose a decision to find out
how to classify mobile apps install on company mobile. Include
higher risk that the costs associated after download application installation. Monitoring the rate of adoption employee expectations
after the policy announcement on company and involved interviews with the opinions among of employees.
Mobile Device of enterprises has more concerns about mobile device security [2]. The mobile devices create unreasonable
costs. Particular care and attention should be paid to any service
or download which is asking for access to contact data, pictures,
Geo-tracking or similar, as this may lead to a data protection issue
in certain jurisdictions or requires payment for connections, voice
services or any downloads and transmission or whatever services
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not covered by the respective telephone contract.
Adoption of the BYOD cannot enforce on security policies the
company and opens up a multiplicity of potential security holes
[3]. Due to there are many standards for mobile security policies,
however cost containment and custody of the asset are with the
employee who has to ensure safeguarding and proper usage in
accordance with policy unconcerned.
According to Gartner [4], Enterprise employees are exposed to
attacks and violations from download and used mobile application that can access business assets which applications have little
or no security assurances. Mobile device of the costs associated
after download application installation is higher risk. Any resulting fees, damages or other payment obligations resulting from
non-business or injudicious and costs for the purchase of mobile
applications.
This study focus on designing of global mobile device policy
announced. The provisions of the acceptable use IT policy for
corporate mobile telephone policy and local user guidelines. We
propose information into consideration as follows the scope of
the policy; cost containment, data protection and application categories. The study is not software development and this policy
applies to all employees who use a mobile device provided by
corporate business as part of their duties. Local user guidelines
and policies may apply which contain more detailed measures on
the use of the device either the account for potential local peculiarities or internet censorship by counties.

Fig. 1. Analyze information process.

Fig. 2. Risk analysis process.

Fig. 3. Illustration of Mobile policy framework.

2. Related Works
Security mobile device has become very important. In particular, it was concerns relate to personal and security business the
data stored on the device and preferred targets of attacks. Businesses organization used more mobile devices for communication
also as planed and organized their data of work and private data.
It is still impacting about IT Administrators. Users have accrued
the use of data storage and access stored location for critical information. It has a higher risk to attack about control access to data,
information either protect private data or intellectual property of a
business. The mobile device has the focus of targeted attacks from
threat, and then can useful weakness gap of device [5]. The security has standard different based on software development and
application download of consumer behavior.
According to research mobile security, many research showed
proposed focus on access to data, information and design framework that enforcement policy standard for users. For example,
Jim Luo, Myong Kang (2011) the authors propose application
lock box to protect threat environments and combines policy enforcement to support enterprise [6].
Sonia Meskini, Ali Bou Nassif, Luiz Fernando Capretz
(2013), the authors explore Software Reliability Growth Models
(SRGMs). SRGMs applied to check and evaluate for consideration reliability software [7]. However, the models presented only
crash files except for sorting the application category.
Martin Kuehnhausen, Victor S. (2013) the authors propose
about Trustworthiness of Smartphone Apps with assessments
ranging of app rating [8]. In particular, they proposed several
metrics that clearly result.
Yong Wang, Karthik Vangury and Jason Nikolai (2014) the authors present about MobileGuardian. The authors created policy.bin included determining isolation the security and mobile device resources. There were several limitations clarify results and
focus only BYOD [9].
According to research the approaches in [6, 9] target create a
program to risk management for application block. There was the
security policies used to limit access another application to store.
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Table 1. Vetting Application Description.
No.
1

App Name
Facebook Messenger

Price

Paid

Free

Description
For free. Messenger is just like texting, but you don't have to pay for every
message (it works with your data plan). Message people in your phone book and
just enter a phone number to add a new contact. Group chats, Photos and videos,
Free calls, stickers. Preview your camera roll photos and videos without leaving

2

Pandora

Free

Monthly Listening

the conversation. Turn on location to let people know when you're nearby.
Create a free account to explore hundreds of music and comedy genre stations.

Extension

Even easier. Just log in and enjoy the same free radio service. Your Pandora is the

0.99 USD

same across the web, on your TV and in your car. Your Pandora One subscription
will automatically renew each month and your credit card will be charged

Pandora One

through your iTunes account.

3.99 USD
4.99 USD

Table 2. Control and Threats Description.

Control
and
Threats

Table 3. Mobile Application Description Category Group.

Description

Sensitive
Data

The information that can identify you
personally and the organization as a specific
individual: Use weakest password for
authorization and an unprotected device by
virus protection.

Access to
Financial
Informatio
n

The Internet banking: Financial transaction
through website on mobile devices without
“https” channel detection and use credit cards
register for shopping online.

However, there focuses BYOD to use in business that IT department’s out of control and no expectations measurement with policy enforce from users. In [7, 8] approaches created a framework
for checking reliability and trust software for consideration. This
framework cannot be made apps category to classification apps
level priority.
Security is paramount for the modern mobile business [10]. An
organization should be development plan and employ software
assurance processes. We were aware of potential security that impact to mitigate or accept the consequences. The software assurance process ensured that reliable software and based on standard
and procedures [11]. The threats and vulnerabilities have an impact with the mobile devices [12].
Due to the Apps popularity of survey research that 85 percent
of Americans have used the strongest social networking app and
other smartphone owners have tended to be more entertaining social networking and games [13]. Nielsen and Pwc research sug-

gest that for activities performed using smartphone consistently
rank in the top 10 sites among mobile web users around the world
was Facebook, Google, YouTube, Twitter, eBay [14, 15] also Canvas Survey results business Interested in File Storage [16].
The global survey confirms that the results from around the
world with social media used Facebook as the primary social network on the majority. However, China was blocked access to
Facebook while their preferred We Chat/Weixin social media as
platforms. The use of social media varies significantly and considerably more distinctive by countries [17].
3. Methodology
We were beginning to create building a model case concept
analysis. 4-Step Processes have been designed to transform and
feel the forced thoughts in Fig. 4. We were designed to impose
IT department by role management and classification the information of mobile application.
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Table 4. Mobile Application Classify Standard.

3.2.2. Class 2: Greylist
Apps or services have potentially non-compliant with local data
protection standards when installed without caution.
Example: Facebook, WhatsApp, LinkedIn, Xing, Flickr, Instagram, Dropbox, OneDrive, Google Drive.
Risks/reasons for blacklisting
• Access to address book
• Scanning of uploaded data
• Data exchange may cause unjustifiably higher cost
3.2.3. Class 3: Whitelisted
Risks/reasons for blacklisting

Step-1: Analyze information and classification mobile application
Step-2: Classify data mobile security standard
Step-3: Design mobile security guideline
Step-4: Test process
Step-5: Stakeholder expectations survey:
Fig. 4. 4-Step processes.

3.1. Analyze information and classification mobile application
Exploration of the top ten mobile apps, trends in the credibility
survey. Data collection modes are distinguished by application
description and classify by category group.
Vetting application description and grouping app at the same
type see in Table 1, Apps have check information in control and
threats description in Table Table:PP062:02 and risk analysis process in Fig. 2.
3.2. Classify data mobile security standard
3.2.1. Class 1: Blacklisted Apps
Example: Stealth Genie, Mobile Spy, Flexi spy, Other Game
Risks/reasons for blacklisting
• Products are capable of allowing a third party to remotely
view emails, messenger chats, text messages, phone contacts, memos, call logs and calendar appointments, as well
as pictures, videos and music files saved in the phone.
• Some allow subscribers to remotely listen in to voice conversations and view internet browsing history and saved bookmarks.
• A game which tracks usage can access to calendar, location,
exhaustively the resources and increases the data bill.

• App catalog available on the Global App Store
3.3. Design mobile security guidelines
3.3.1. Scope policy process
Scope definition exactly who use publication policies. Local
country user guidelines and policies may apply which contain
more detailed measurement on device and cost potential local peculiarities
3.3.2. Mobile devices provision
The employee has ensured protect the device asset and proper
usage in accordance with the policy that company provided to
perform their job responsibilities. This policy applied to the only
company device except for any support for the private use of mobile device
3.3.3. Use of mobile devices
• Cost containment (includes optimization of total cost of
communication and mobile data use)
• Private use (Backup, Data Protection)
• Wiping and other protective measures
3.3.4. Basic’s first step
The user would need to create a user id first start of device based
on company mail address on the device to be able to install the
apps which is required to connect the mobile device with company
resources (mail, calendar, Global App Store, etc.). This user ID
will not be transferred upon termination of employment.
Other than common mobile phones, smartphones and tablets
allow for a customized collection of Apps. For proper management and control, a company uses a Mobile Device Management
(MDM) application which has to be installed by the user on each
company mobile device, or configured in case of pre-installed.
The MDM application
• Enforces a 6 digit device password
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• Operates provided Apps and data (e.g. E-mail) in secure containers which also separate business from private data

on the mobile device Mn use F to represent financial crises occurs
after download app. For example, Mobile device m1 , we have

• Controls the integrity of the smartphone (e.g. to detect jailbreaks)

m1

=

f (c1 , r1 , F)

m2

=

f (c2 , r2 , F)

• Provides an App recommendation list

m3

=

f (c3 , r3 , F)

• Monitors installed Apps to ensure compliance against blacklisted Apps.
3.3.5. Apps Categories
Blacklist (Hazardous Apps - registered in Global App Store)
Operation on mobile device prohibited
Greylist (Apps or services potentially non-compliant with local data protection standards when installed/operated without caution)
Whitelist (Registered in Global App Store) - Installation/Operation for business use
3.4. Test process
The first step process of testing process into the following: IT
Department has used all reasonable trusted and famous in compiling the information. Example: App Annie, Google play store,
App Store for consideration to installation on server sort by the
App population. Server has control and security base on organization policy rule such as firewall and antivirus follow up IT system
framework. After IT have upload app to Global App Store then
user can download app to install on device. Step to download app.
Mobile device’user must be sign Global mobile device policy in
document agreement and approve authority. The ID registration
can register to enterprise systems using business email. After Mobile have register to the system. Mobile device management has
control all data by the system administrator. There have a separate data through the system, as the data being used. Enterprise
system’s file, customer contact number, and personal information
of user, such as photo, video, data are generated by the device and
save on device. Organizations can still wipe the device then look
the risk of the threat. See in full diagram of system in Fig. 3.
3.5. Device Management Formulation
Assume A = {A1 , A2 , . . . , An } to represent the App’s Description which includes apps classification C. First, we separate the n
class into the following sets
c1

=

{A1 , A2 , . . . , An }

c2

=

{A1 , A2 , . . . , An }

c3

=

{A1 , A2 , . . . , An }

We use Mobile Device as Assume M = {m1 , m2 , . . . , mn } to be
supported. We use R = {r1 , r2 , . . . , rn } to relevant all the resources
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3.6. Stakeholder expectations survey
To design the user opinion on the level of service provided and
complete result of brief survey. IT administered have global survey to understand and compare consumer usage behaviors and the
policy contribute to under use of different feelings. The survey
question will be selecting the population questions for analytic
and considered suitable for improvements system. The associate
of Global mobile device policy announcement was expectations
of risk management that the desires for feel of employee by not
putting pressure on them during work
4. Evaluation
It’s separate app and classify category group see in Table 3.
In the classify category group above the table, calculate in the
following formula. Assume:
x = a + b, x > 0

(1)

a represent Price and Financial information, b represent Access
and Sensitive data, and x to represent the Class 2: Greylist see in
Table 4 by total must exceed 0.
This guidance document provides a detailed of the operating
guidelines that consider and impact analysis as following as Operating Guideline.
1. Scope of Policy - This Policy applies to all employees.
2. Devices provision - Mobile devices are provided to staff to enable them to perform their job responsibilities.
3. Use of mobile devices - Any illegal or morally objectionable
use is strictly prohibited. It is expected that employees use mobile devices judiciously. Cost containment shall be secured at
any time. Job responsibilities and requirements, data security
and protection shall not be harmed in any way.
4. Device basics - The user is required to create an Apple ID
based on business mail address at the first start of device. IT
has set the categories for the use of Apps.
5. Backup - No App backup that is not whitelisted or any content
physically stored on a mobile device which is not processed
with a whitelisted App. Private Apps or data stored on the
device can be backed up on a private PC (e.g. by using Apple
iTunes)
6. Data Protection - The setup separates strictly business and private data in individual device with this adequate data protection of privately used content is given backups by company.
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7. Assignment - The relevant senior manager must approve the
assignment of a mobile device.
8. Services providers - Corporate IT operations are determining
the most effective mobile service provider.
9. Telephone administrator - A telephone administrator is responsible for contract, cost and device management include optimization of total cost of communication and mobile data use
and execution of the principles of this policy.
10. Payment used - In some countries it may be a legal requirement
to pay follow benefit in kind allowance.
11. Auditor - As the mobile device is company property and the
invoices are paid by company, the invoices may be subject to
internal audits.
12. Priority Order- The provisions of the acceptable use policy
shall prevail over this mobile device policy and local user
guidelines.
5. Conclusions
This research is concerned with the role of mobile security with
the corporation. The global mobile device policy is expected that
employees use mobile devices judiciously. Cost containment shall
be secured at any time. Job responsibilities and requirements, data
security and protection shall not be harmed in any way. Encourage
to make employees aware of safety important and they are not
feeling forced to use the policy.
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